Editorial guidelines - Cracow Workshop in Analytical Philosophy 2017

Please, try to follow those rules when submitting a paper:
1. If possible, use either .doc or .pdf files.
2. Do not put your name anywhere in the paper [or file name] .
3. Begin your paper with a title.
4. Do not exceed 26,000 characters (including spaces).
5. Your papers should be an original work and must not be submitted elsewhere
(conferences, publications etc.)
6. An abstract should be included, not to exceed 200 words, as well as a list of
keywords (up to 5).
7. References should be given in the main text by referring to the authors’ last
names and the referred work publication year after a comma, putting this
information in round brackets, e.g. (Kripke, 1980). If necessary, page
number(s) can also be indicated, e.g. (Hart 1967, p. 24-25).
8. Please do not use endnotes are allowed. Do not use extensive footnotes.
9. Please use italics for titles.
10. Quotations should be given in quotation marks and concluded with a
quoted reference “Artistic interpretation is not simply a matter of
retrieving an author’s intention (…)” (Dworkin, 1986, p. 55).
11. Each paper should be concluded with a references section. References should
be presented in alphabetical order. As for details, we recommend the
following reference formatting:
For journal papers:
Ashley K. D. (1992). Case-based reasoning and its implications for legal expert
systems.
Artificial Intelligence and Law, 1: 113-208.
Reference to this paper in the text: (Ashley, 1992).
For papers in conference or workshop proceedings:

Gordon T., Walton D. (2006). The Carneades argumentation framework —
using presumptions and exceptions to model critical questions. P. E. Dunne (ed.).
Proceedings of the First International Conference on Computational Models of Argument
(COMMA 06),
195-207.
Reference to this paper in the text: (Gordon and Walton, 2006).
For book chapters:
Goldman A. I., Olsson E. (2009). Reliabilism and the Value of Knowledge. A.
Haddock, A. Millar, D. Pritchard (eds.). Epistemic Value, Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 19-41.
Reference to this paper in the text: (Goldman and Olsson, 2009).
For books:
Lehrer K. (1997). Self-Trust. A Study of Reason, Knowledge and Autonomy.
Oxford: Clarendon Press.
Reference to this book in the text: (Lehrer, 1997).
For edited volumes:
Haddock A., Millar A., Pritchard D. (eds.) (2009). Epistemic Value, Oxford:
Oxford University Press.
Reference to this book in the text: (Haddock, Millar and Pritchard, 2009).

If one and the same author published more than one work per year, please use
letters: Hart H. L. A. (1967a) … Hart H. L. A. (1967b)…

